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Series Preface

A mission leader in 1965, not too long ago, could not have foreseen what mission looks like today. In 1965 nations in the non-Western world were gaining
their independence after centuries of Western colonialism. Mission societies
from Europe and North America were trying to adjust to the new global realities where Muslim nations, once dominated by the West, no longer granted
“missionary visas.” The largest mission field, China, was closed. Decolonization, it seemed, was bringing a decline to missionary work in Africa and Asia.
On the home front, Western churches were in decline, and the traditional
missionary factories—mainline churches in the West—were struggling with
their own identities. Membership was then—and remains—in decline, and
missionary vocations were following the same pattern. Evangelical and Pentecostal churches began to surpass mainline churches in mission, and then,
just when we thought we understood the new missionary patterns, Brazilians began to go to Pakistan and Malaysians began to evangelize Vietnam
and Cambodia. Africans (highly educated and strongly Christian) began to
move in great numbers to Europe and North America. Countries that had
been closed began to see conversions to Christ, without the aid of traditional
mission societies. And in the midst of this rapid transformation of missionary work, the alarm rang out that most Christians in the world were now in
Asia, Latin America, and Africa rather than in the West.
What does it mean to be involved in mission in this new world where Christianity has been turned upside down in less than a century?
This series is directed at this new global context for mission. Fuller Theological Seminary, particularly through its School of Intercultural Studies
(formerly School of World Mission), has been attentive to trends in global
xv
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mission for over half a century. In fact, much innovation in mission thinking
and practice has emanated from Fuller since Donald McGavran moved from
Oregon to California—as the first and founding dean of the then School of
World Mission—to apply lessons about church growth learned in India to
other areas of the world. Since that time many creative mission professors
have provided global leadership in mission thinking: Ralph Winter (unreached
people groups), Paul Hiebert (anthropology for mission), Charles Kraft (mission and spiritual dynamics), and Dudley Woodberry (Islamics), among others.
This series provides the most recent global scholarship on key themes in
mission, written for a general audience of Christians committed to God’s
mission. Designed to be student, user, and textbook friendly, each volume
contains voices from around the world speaking about the theme, and each
chapter concludes with discussion questions so the books can be used for group
studies. As the fields of mission are changing, shifting, or shrinking, the discussions connect the church and the world, East and West, North and South, the
developed and developing worlds, each crossing cultural, political, social, and
religious boundaries in its own way and knitting together people living and
serving in various communities, both of faith and of other commitments—this
is the contemporary landscape of the mission of God. Enjoy the challenges
of each volume and find ways to live into God’s mission.
Scott W. Sunquist
Amos Yong
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1
Introduction and the Path Forward

We live in interesting times.
In the last twenty years, things have been changing with increasing speed
in God’s world. Economically, the world’s gross domestic product (GDP)
more than doubled to almost $78 trillion in spite of a number of recessions in
major economies and the global recession of 2008–9.1 Twenty years ago, the
world’s largest economies in terms of comparative purchasing power2 were the
United States, Japan, and Germany; today they are China, the United States,
and India. In the last twenty years, global trade increased from $2 trillion to
over $18 trillion a year.3
This has brought some good news to the poor. The proportion of the
world’s population living in extreme poverty has been cut in half over this
twenty-year period. Deaths of women giving birth have been reduced by
almost half, as have deaths of children under the age of five. In developing
countries, life expectancy increased by almost nine years. More children are
in school, and the greatest increase is among girls.4
Technologically, the first website was launched in 1991, and seventeen years
later Google indexed one trillion websites. Internet users reached three billion
in 2015.5 In the last twenty years, we have witnessed the launch of Google,
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and a host of new social media. The iPhone was
launched in 2007, and four years later 1 billion people were using smart phones
around the world and 4.6 billion people were using mobile phones. These and
more technological innovations are available to this generation of adolescents
and youth, which is the largest in history and represents almost one-third of
1. IMF, World Economic Outlook.
2. Purchasing Power Parity is used worldwide to compare the income levels in different countries by making adjustments to the exchange rates of two currencies to make them equivalent
with the purchasing power of each other.
3. WTO, World Trade Report 2013, 55.
4. UNFPA, “Last 20 Years.”
5. Internet World Stats, “Internet Users of the World—2016.”
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the world’s population. These young people will have little memory of a world
without smart phones, instant messaging, and the internet.
Since the beginning of time, people, plants, and animals have been going
global. But it is only in the last two hundred years that going global was
turbocharged by the ability of people to get connected and get closer to each
other. As we will see later in more detail, the modern era of globalization
began with the economic development of Britain in the beginning of the
nineteenth century, followed by Europe, the United States, and Japan. This
new form of globalization began sweeping the world after World War II and
especially with the end of the Cold War in the late 1980s. The drivers of globalization are deep and continuing changes in economics, technology, culture,
and human self-understanding.
But there is more to globalization than just getting closer and better connected. It is changing us as individuals, not just our societies. We are meeting
people previously too distant to know. Not so long ago, our neighbor usually
looked like us or spoke our language; now our neighbor can be a Sudanese
mother with a hungry child, or a Syrian girl fleeing the destruction of her
home country. Their images and stories are readily available on our digital
devices, and we are responding compassionately to these stories.
Yet there is a sense that we are letting globalization and its processes flow
over us, unaware that we are being pulled into a new world. I am concerned
that we as Christians are not asking the question “Are we and is the world
becoming what God intends?” When we see the growth in global compassion, the answer is “maybe.” When we see the materialism, the patterns of
consumption, and the increase in the abuse of the weak and the environment,
the answer is far less clear. These are theological questions for God’s people.
This leads me to my main point.
With the exception of some within the Christian academy who think
we need to resist globalization, the larger Christian community seems to
be ignoring globalization or fearing it. When was the last time you heard a
sermon series, a Bible or book study, or a retreat topic focused on a Christian understanding and response to globalization? How many churches or
denominations have globalization as a focus of their discipleship and mission
strategy? I have been teaching a course on this topic at Fuller Theological
Seminary for almost ten years, and every year I experience the surprise of
students when they begin to engage—“We’ve had our heads down; there
is so much about this we did not know. This has not been on our radar.”
While Christians seem to be willing to use the technological tools of globalization for church and mission, there is little evidence that Christians and
their churches are devoting much energy to understanding globalization,
Bryant L. Myers, Engaging Globalization
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biblically assessing its values and promises to us, and preparing our people
to respond.
I suspect there are three broad reasons for this. First, globalization as a topic
seems too big and complicated, too involved with economics, technology,
and politics. This is technical stuff best left to experts, and maybe it’s a bit
worldly for our taste. Second, we Christians have been socialized into quietly
accepting our relegation to the private realm of spiritual things, leaving the
world of economics, politics, and technology to the West’s materialist and
secular humanism. We no longer seem to believe that we are to be signs of
the coming kingdom of God and that God has made us partners in God’s
plan to redeem and restore creation. Third, in the aftermath of the passing
of Christendom, we have lost our nerve a bit. We are not sure that we are
worthy of a place at the public table when it comes to assessing and engaging the globalization of economics, finance, technology, and the like. We
are not sure that we will be welcome and, worse, that we have anything of
value to offer. We seem to have forgotten that the gospel is true and secular
humanism is not.
But it was not always this way. While the traditional account of the emergence of a modern economy and a democratic state in Britain at the beginning
of the nineteenth century is summarized as the coalescing of the new economics of Adam Smith with the Industrial Revolution and the development of
modern science, there is more to the story, as we shall see later in this book.
Christian theology provided much of the philosophical and values foundation
for what emerged.6 Furthermore, it was churches and individual Christians
who worked for protection of children and who cared for the poor in the era
of rapid urbanization when people began working in factories unregulated
by humane rules. The nineteenth century was the first century of modern
economic and technological globalization, but it also came to be called the
“humanitarian century”7 and the “age of benevolence”8 largely as a result of
the work of Christians. The Christians of the nineteenth century had not yet
learned that they needed to leave the public square to others.
We need to remember that Victorian evangelicals imagined redeeming the
world, not just ruling it.9 Voluntary mission societies responded to British
6. Gillespie, Theological Origins of Modernity.
7. Pinker, Better Angels of Our Nature, 168. Steven Pinker is a cognitive psychologist and
professor of psychology at Harvard University.
8. Himmelfarb, Roads to Modernity, 131. Gertrude Himmelfarb is professor emerita at the
Graduate Center of the City University of New York.
9. Ferguson, Empire, 113. Niall Ferguson is professor of history at Harvard University and
a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution, Stanford University.
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colonialism with a commitment to share the gospel—the whole gospel—
humanizing the empire in some places and challenging its excesses in others.
Missionaries were critical in promoting religious liberty, mass education, mass
printing, newspapers, voluntary organizations, most colonial reforms, and
the rule of law, including legal protections for nonwhites.10
In addition, Victorian evangelicals launched the world’s first national advocacy campaign as a prophetic rebuke directed at the emerging British Empire.
The slave trade could not be the backbone of the modern global economic
system of the day for the simple reason that slavery was immoral. So were
cultural practices such as female infanticide and suttee11 in India. Whatever
the weaknesses or presumptions of cultural superiority, we must acknowledge that the launch of the modern era of globalization was accompanied
and challenged by a Christian moral perspective. Christians in Britain and
throughout the empire acted theologically and missionally.
And so the church and Christians today need to make a choice. Will we
ignore globalization and remain closeted in the spiritual realm with our
backs to the world? Will we resist globalization as some kind of second
fall, as if God has been surprised by globalization and the staying power of
capitalism? Or will we instead engage globalization as a mixture of God’s
grace and human sin and question its promise of a particular kind of better human future by offering a more complete vision of human flourishing
as understood from Scripture? Are we willing to call out and attempt to
change the darker aspects of globalization? Will the church decide to engage
globalization missionally and work to shape it ethically? Are we willing to
fulfill our mission of making disciples of Christ who vote, consume, and
volunteer in ways that correct the evil and enhance the good in globalization? Globalization is going to the ends of the earth with its version of good
news. What are we doing?
We need the courage to act as if it were true that the kingdom of God is
the only kingdom that will be left standing at the end of time. We need to act
as if it were true that God is working now in human history toward that end.
Furthermore, we need to act as God’s partners in this task for the simple reason
that working through flawed human beings is the way God has chosen to act in
the world. Walter Brueggemann reminds us that, in the Old Testament, God’s
resolve always translates into human action.12 God met Moses at the burning
bush and announced God’s resolve to free Israel from Egypt and then said to a
10. Woodberry, “Missionary Roots of Liberal Democracy.”
11. Self-immolation of a Hindu widow on her husband’s funeral pyre.
12. Brueggemann, Journey to the Common Good, 12.
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surprised Moses, “I am sending you to Pharaoh to bring my people the Israelites
out of Egypt” (Exod. 3:10). This mode of God’s action also appears again in
the Gospel of John. Jesus announced that he had come that the world might
have life and have it in full, and then he told the disciples, “As the Father sent
me, I am sending you. . . . Receive the Holy Spirit” (John 20:21–22). Acting
theologically and missiologically in God’s world is our mission.
But we do not appear to have globalization—as a value system, as a collection of principalities and powers, as an offering of a better human future—in
our sights. We need to be making ourselves aware of the missing parts of the
globalization story. We need to be informing and forming ourselves about
how to witness to the kingdom in the midst of today’s globalization in terms
of how we consume, volunteer, and vote. Christians and the church need to
contribute to the development of a moral ecology powerful enough to shape
and correct globalization in favor of values that support both human dignity
and human flourishing—kingdom values. Issues of idolatry and false promises
need to be named and alternatives provided. Bottom line: The church needs to
get back in the game. We have a God, a gospel, and a truth that a materialist
and secular globalization simply cannot provide. It is to contribute to this
call to action that I decided to write this book.
What Is Being Proposed?

The intent of this book is to introduce the subject of globalization to students,
pastors, and church leaders, to invite them to go before God and seek their
individual and collective callings to be faithful witnesses within the sprawling
and complex world of twenty-first-century globalization. The book will end
with an exploration of the possible missional roles of the church in today’s
world of economic, technological, and social change. My proposal rests on
four affirmations that I will explore in some depth.
First, globalization is an emergent, highly ambiguous global phenomenon
of technological, economic, and social change that is now working itself out
in history. Globalization’s underlying values and assumptions are modern,
involving a material world with no transcendent dimension and with human
beings as the sole actors in history. This world is a source of anxiety and
distress since, as individuals and even as nations, we feel powerless in the
midst of globalization’s increasingly rapid pace of change, its numerous
contradictions, and its mixture of good and not so good outcomes. The
future is unclear since all we know about globalization is what we learn by
looking back at its history, and the past sheds little light on the future of
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FIGURE 1.1 The two eras of globalization

emergent social systems. Looking forward leaves all of us with an uncomfortable sense of uncertainty—seemingly adrift in a world of rapid and
unpredictable change.
Second, globalization has been good news to the poor, although not for all
the poor and certainly not at all times in its history. Furthermore, globalization birthed a process whereby compassion became globalized in the form of
an increasingly worldwide response to victims of wars and natural disasters
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and in the growing global
poverty eradication efforts since the end of World War II. Although resting on
the thin basis of secular human rights theory, the idea that all human beings
are entitled to be able to stay alive and live a life worth living has become a
normative global ethic. A shared concern for the poor is a point of potential
connection between the church and the secular domains of globalization.
Third, I will argue that the values and processes of globalization fail in
three critical areas. First, their understanding of who human beings are and
why we are here is reductionist and thin. The result is a crisis of meaning. With
no theology of sin, the secular humanist lacks an adequate account for greed,
poverty, and injustice, and hence suffers from a major diagnostic blind spot.
Second, globalization’s assumptions about the role and purpose of power are
flawed, and this is the main reason for the dark side of globalization. Third,
globalization fails to provide a compelling spiritual and ethical architecture
that enables human beings to understand who they are, why they are here,
and how they should live. We are back to a crisis of meaning.
The final offering of this book is an exploration of the many possible missional roles of Christians and of the church in today’s world of economic,
technological, and social globalization. I do not offer a single program. The
multifaceted and complex world of globalization requires an equally broad
family of Christian responses. Discovering the particular missional call for
yourself or your community of faith is a question of discernment whereby
gifts and calling are matched to that part of globalization in which God has
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placed you and thus created an opportunity for you to witness to Jesus Christ
and the values of the kingdom of God in those places.
How Will We Get There?

Before we delve into the topic of globalization, chapter 2 presents a family of
theological affirmations that will keep reappearing as we explore globalization. First and foremost, I will state my belief that God is not surprised by
globalization and has a place for it in God’s ongoing project of redeeming us
and restoring creation. Second, I will show how creation theology has much to
offer to this discussion if we are willing to think deeply about it. Finally, I will
summarize what I believe God intends in terms of human life and flourishing.
The second half of chapter 2 introduces the idea of complex adaptive social
systems, which I will argue has useful explanatory power. This idea will help us
as we think about responses to globalization that call for directing or managing
globalization. It also provides a useful way to make sense of the history of globalization and of the Christian church in mission, a topic I address in chapter 11.
In chapter 3 I begin trying to help us understand globalization today, although as you will see, the question of definition is a bit muddled. The chapter will examine a few perspectives on what some call “globalization from
below” and also expose the dark side of globalization—an empowered and
enabled world of illicit activity. The final section will explore the five interacting domains of globalization: technology, economics, governance, culture,
and human beings in large numbers.
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Chapter 4 further underscores the ambiguities of globalization as I examine
its emergent or dynamic nature as a complex adaptive social system. I will then
explore some areas of deep concern regarding the impact of globalization:
asymmetries of power, income inequality, economic disruption, the environmental threat, and the reduction of what it means to be human. I will close
with a brief note on the challenge of globalization for the church in mission.
Before outlining the other chapters in this book, it may be helpful to introduce the historical schema I will use. I describe the history of globalization as taking place in two broad eras (see fig. 1.1).13 The First Era began
with creation and is still under way. This is an era whose central driver is
migration. Plants, animals, and people—traders, adventurers, warriors, and
missionaries14—moved over the face of God’s earth. These migrations were
driven partly by the need to flee scarcity or danger, partly by curiosity, and,
in time, by a desire to extend the reach of empires and religions.
The Second Era of Globalization was an augmentation and extension
of the First Era. This turbocharging of globalization began in Britain at
the beginning of the nineteenth century with the unbidden and unplanned
emergence of two discoveries. First, individuals and nations discovered that
it was possible to create wealth, to make the economic pie bigger. Second,
they discovered that creating an environment that rewarded and democratized technological innovation sped up innovation, which in turn increased
the capacities of national economies to grow. These two discoveries led to
people, economies, and cultures becoming better off materially, more closely
connected, and increasingly globally aware. Together, the combined effect of
these two eras resulted in today’s contemporary globalization and its confusing, rapidly changing, still transforming world. This is the world in which we
are to act theologically and missiologically as faithful witnesses.
Chapter 5 explores the First Era of Globalization, from creation to the
beginning of the nineteenth century. This is an era of migration, empire,
and mission. The chapter closes with an account of Britain’s unexpected and
emergent economic and technological transformation, which resulted in the
dramatic augmentation of the First Era of Globalization.
13. I chose to divide the history of globalization into two eras to help me describe the globalization story for the purposes of this book. Other scholars frame the history of globalization
differently. Some see it as a single, ongoing phenomenon from creation to today. Others see
globalization as starting in the 1800s. Still others claim it is a new phenomenon that began with
the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the concomitant explosion in technological innovation.
14. Terms are taken from Chanda, Bound Together. Nayan Chanda is the consulting editor
of YaleGlobal Online at the Yale Center for the Study of Globalization.
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Chapter 6 then explores how the Second Era of Globalization unfolds
as an extension and an expansion of the First Era. The Second Era can be
thought of as having three parts: Globalization I, the Great Disruption, and
Globalization II (see fig. 1.2). Globalization I, covering the period between
1800 and World War I, was a largely Western phenomenon of rapidly growing
international trade, modernization, European empires, and economic growth
in Britain, Europe, the United States, and Japan.
Globalization I came to an abrupt end with the start of World War I.
During what I call the Great Disruption, competing political and economic
systems emerged—Marxism-Leninism or communism in Russia and national
socialism or fascism in Germany. Then the world went to war for a second
time. Coming out of World War II, the only free market democracies in the
world were Great Britain and the United States. Globalization was on the
brink of extinction.
With the end of World War II, fascism receded as an economic and political
option. But communism and the Soviet Union remained an immovable alternative to the capitalism and democracy of the West. It was not until the Cold
War ended in the late 1980s that capitalism and democracy prevailed and
Globalization II emerged in full force seemingly without a rival.
In the last twenty-five years, Globalization II saw much of the developing
world in the Global South adopt market systems and connect to global markets,
leading to rapid increases in economic growth, a stunning increase in world
trade, and a whole new generation of technology that resulted in what many
call the “death of distance.”15 Over one billion of the world’s poor became
middle class, mostly in China and India.
Chapter 7 describes the impact of two hundred years of the Second Era of
Globalization. To better understand globalization today, we must understand
how extensive were the economic, political, and technological transformations
during that period. The material lives of a large number of people improved,
and mass education emerged as a norm, as did modern public health. More
foundationally, people and cultures underwent significant shifts in how they
understood the role and agency of human beings.
Chapter 8 provides an assessment of the impact of these two hundred
years of change. It begins by examining the effect of this era on the poor.
There is a lot of good news on the material front but also some not so good
news. The chapter closes with a summary of differing assessments of globalization. There are optimists who believe that the answer to the world’s
15. “Death of distance” is a phrase describing how technology has made geographical distance less of a factor in terms of cost or response times.
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ills, especially for the poor, is more globalization, not less. There are skeptics
who are not sure we really understand what we are talking about when we
talk about globalization, and they wonder if the impact and future of globalization will be ambiguous and possibly disappointing. One author uses
the telling metaphor of a “false dawn.”16 Finally, there are those who see a
deeply troubled future that is bad news for almost everyone—a world of
increasing fundamentalism, tribalism, and systemic violence for most and
a sequestered, wealthy world for those who can afford to keep themselves
safe. There are Christians in all three camps.
Chapter 9 examines globalization’s response to the poor. While the poor
have been greatly helped in material terms over the last two hundred years,
there is still a lot left to do. I will trace the ideas of development and poverty eradication as they emerged in the West. We will look at the slow shift
from development as economic growth to a new, more holistic formulation—
development as freedom. I will report what the poor have to say when asked
what makes them poor and what well-being would look like for them. The
chapter closes by describing the globalization of the world’s response to the
poor and the many kinds of institutions working to help the poor.
Chapter 10 continues the theme of chapter 9 by examining three major
poverty eradication strategies competing for followers and funding—those
of Jeffrey Sachs, William Easterly, and Paul Collier. I will briefly introduce
the work of Lawrence Harrison on culture and development and then I will
describe some important contributions by Hernando de Soto, Muhammad
Yunus, and Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo. The technological innovation
of globalization is also affecting our global response to the poor in the form of
what is called Information and Communication Technology for Development
(ICT4D). The chapter closes with a discussion of the increasing interest in the
intersection of faith and development in the secular world of development
studies. This is creating an opportunity for the church to contribute to what
has been up to now a largely secular discussion on poverty.
In the next three chapters, I shift my focus to globalization and the church.
In chapter 11, I begin by pointing out that Christianity has an agenda when
it comes to globalization. The first nine chapters of Genesis, the Psalms,
and Revelation make clear the universal claim of God over the whole earth
and God’s global intentions for all humankind. We worship a global God
who is at work through all of history. Thus, Christianity offers a normative
16. Gray, False Dawn. John Gray, formerly a supporter of neoliberal capitalism, became
disillusioned in the face of its human cost. He is professor emeritus of European thought at
the London School of Economics and Political Science.
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interpretation of what is happening and how things are meant to be. This
makes Christians and the church seem suspicious to many who are also attempting to shape globalization. At the same time, the church is also being
shaped by the processes of globalization. Understanding the church’s unfolding history of adaptive change is highly relevant to our investigation. We will
examine the changing nature of the church as well as how the church has
changed the way it thinks about mission. We will look at Pentecostalism and
the startling fact that by late in the twenty-first century over three-quarters of
the people on this planet will be either Christian or Muslim. Learning to love
our Muslim neighbor may be the biggest and most important missiological
frontier Christians face in this century.
In trying to understand how the church might respond missionally to globalization, I examine the three main theological failings of globalization that
I enumerated earlier in this chapter: its flawed anthropology, its misunderstanding of power and its purpose, and its inability to tell us who we are,
why we are here, and how we should live. The result is globalization’s most
fundamental failure: it cannot offer a compelling and satisfying answer to the
human need for meaning. This is the work of chapter 12.
Chapter 13 explores two proposals for addressing these limitations of globalization. First, I describe a proposal from Max Stackhouse and his multiyear investigation into globalization. Stackhouse calls for the development
of a public theology that offers a spiritual and ethical framework to meet
the human need for meaning and also provides a way for the values and
processes of globalization to be shaped and corrected. The delivery system
for this public theology, according to Stackhouse, is global civil society. I
then introduce Catholic social teaching and a proposal from Daniel Groody.
Groody’s offering parallels Stackhouse’s in a number of important ways, but
Groody proposes an alternative delivery system: the missional formation of
the laity as a result of a discipleship and formation process that is rooted
in worship, the sacraments, and spiritual disciplines. While not necessarily
disagreeing with Stackhouse on the church’s important role in civil society,
Groody calls for missionally formed laity whose faith shapes how they vote,
15
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consume, and volunteer as Christians. I close with a brief description of James
Davison Hunter’s observations on how cultures change, and then connect his
proposal for cultural change to our discussion of globalization and the work
of Groody and Stackhouse.
The final chapter addresses the missiological challenge of globalization.
We are used to a missiology of going from here to a place that has not heard
the good news, and we assume our good news is the best news there is. I make
the observation that, in today’s world, the twin globalisms of globalization
are making a competing offer of “good news,” and, in a sense, globalization
is “evangelizing” us. Globalization’s good news is material—it can be seen,
touched, and taken to the bank. And it is seductive good news, a tempting
offer of a better human future with more of everything one could desire. This
means that today’s mission field is first of all inside our churches. We need
to find ways to form and empower adults and children in the pews or in the
parish to first recognize the seductions and then resist this alternative “good
news.” Only by doing this well can we address the mission field just outside
the doors of our churches. Each member of our congregation works, lives,
and volunteers in a number of institutions, some of which have the power
and influence to change culture. They need to be prepared and sustained as
“faithful witnesses within” those institutional locations.1 We need to inoculate and then equip and release the faithful to be witnesses wherever God
has placed them.
Questions for Discussion

1. Where would you place your church on a continuum with “disengaged,
no interest in globalization” on one extreme and “deeply engaged theologically and missionally with globalization” on the other?
2. What factors might be contributing to your church’s location on this
continuum?
3. Are you in agreement with your church’s current position? What, if
anything, would you like to see changed?
1. Hunter, To Change the World, 197. James Davison Hunter is professor of religion, culture,
and social theory at the University of Virginia.
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